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Introduction

Most studies directed at the rock mechanics
aspects of tabular excavations have assumed
that the surrounding rockmass can be
represented by a linear elastic medium!. This
assumption also forms the basis of several
simulation programs used throughout the South
African mining industryZ,3. This assumption is
based on early investigations and does indeed
provide an acceptable description of the
behaviour of the rock in certain situations4-6.
However, it is well known that there are discrep-
ancies between elastic theory and actual rock
behaviour that are especially noticeable in the
immediate vicinity of an excavation. This is
partly because of the inelastic behaviour of the
broken rock and partly because of the time-
dependent properties of the rock. In this paper,
the term time dependency is taken to refer to
deformation that is not related to geometric
changes in the dimensions of an excavation and
that occurs on a time scale of hours or days, Le.
the deformation is not related to elastodynamic
seismic behaviour.

To avoid confusion, the terms convergence,
closure, and viscoelastic convergence need to be
defined. Following Giirtunca and Adams7, con-
vergence refers to the elastic component of
closure. Inelastic closure with elastic convergence
together form closure. For the purpose of this
study, the time-dependent movement is added as
a third componentof closure. Viscoelastic conver-
gence is the relativehangingwalland footwall
movements predicted for an idealized stope in a
continuum viscoelastic medium.
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Giirtunca et al.s and Giirtunca and Adams7
investigated the discrepancy between the
measured closure values in stopes and the elastic
convergencepredictedby MINSIM-D. It was found
that the closure can be several times larger than
the elastic convergence. It was suggested that
the closure measured underground has three
components: elastic convergence, inelastic bed
separations, and closure due to dilation. Dilation
ahead of the mining faces, due to extension
fracturing and shear movements, generates
horizontal stresses, which cause the strata to
deform into the stope, increasing the closure. To
account for the inelastic behaviour, Giirtunca
and Adams7 suggested the use of an effective
modulus in elastic computer modelling. Another
approach in the modelling of inelastic behaviour
is the use of special computer programs capable
of simulating inelastic rock movements. These
programs employ techniques such as the distinct-
element method9 or the displacement discon-
tinuity methodIc.

The other important component of closure,
namely time-dependent behaviour of the rock-
mass, was largely neglected in past analyses
owing to the difficulty of incorporating time
effects in models. This problem needs to be
addressed to enable engineers to predict the
long-term stability of service excavations. A
knowledge of time-dependent components will
also lead to more accurate prediction of closure
in stopes. Curran and Crawford!! represented
time-dependent effects in rock as having two
components: the creep of intact rock and the
creep along discontinuities. However, the relative
importance of these two components is not well
understood and needs to be investigated further.
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This paper investigates the transient closure
(which is a function of all the components
already described) in stopes after blasting. The
term transient closure is understood to mean the
closure as a function of time observed between
successive blasting operations. It must therefore
be emphasized that there are no changes in the
excavation geometry in the study of transient-
closure behaviour. A number ofworkers8,12 have
studied closure in stopes as a function of face
advance or number of days. These studies
included the complicating effect of changes in
geometry, which are not considered in the
present study. It should be noted, however, that
the closure observed for a face left standing can
be regarded as transient behaviour since no
changes in the geometry take place after the
blasting operation. The following noteworthy
studies of transient-closure behaviour are
described in the literature.

Leeman13 used closure recorders to measure
transient-closure profiles in a tabular stope at
East Rand Proprietary Mines, He observed profiles
similar to Figure 1, in which the rate of closure
suddenly increases just after blasting time, This
high rate of closure decreases within hours to
give a gradual asymptotic closure until the next
blast occurs and the pattern is repeated, Similar
closure profiles were observed at other mines in
South Africa14,15.However, Leeman did not give
any explanation for the observed closure profiles,
although he did note that the amount of closure
caused by blasting diminishes with distance from
the working face, The rate of closure also varied
greatly from one point to the next, and was
affected by the position of the measuring point in
relation to the support in the stope.
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Figure 1-Typical profile of continuous stope closure as a function of time
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Hodgson16 also took closure measurements
in East Rand Proprietary Mines. He explained the
gradual asymptotic closure as being caused by
the time-dependent migration of the fracture
zone ahead of the face, resulting in the effective
span becoming larger. He predicted that, if the
face advanced faster than the migration of the
fracture zone, less energy would be released in a
stable manner, thereby increasing the incidence
of rockbursts. This is in agreement with the
statistical analysis of Cook et al.4, which indi-
cated an increase in rockbursts for a face advance
rate of more than 4 m a month for small abut-
ments to 8 m a month for large abutments,

The first quantitative attempt to analyse the
transient-closure profiles of tabular stopes was
made by McGarr17using data from East Rand
Proprietary Mines. He used an empirical approach
to represent the closure, 15:

6 =
B

~ (1- e-DC(t-24n))H(t - 24n),
C n-O,n..7m

[1]

where B, C, and D are positive constants, nand
m are integers, and H is the Heaviside unit
function (H(t) = 1 for t.. O'and 0 for t< 0), The
unit of time t in the equation is hours. At the
time of McGarr's study, no blasting was allowed
on Sundays and n = 7 m corresponds to those

days. The rate of closure is obtained from
equation [1] by differentiating:

(j
= DB ~

e-DC(t-24n)H(t - 24n).
n-O,n..7m

[2]

After the last blasting period of the week on
Saturday, the closure and the rate of closure
become

( ~\
6=al1-e~) [3]

and

t
(j

= be~ [4]

respectively, where a and b are constants and

't = 11De. McGarr17 suggested that the relaxation
time, 't, can be used as a parameter to describe
the ability of the rockmass to form a fracture
zone in response to face advance. High values of

't might be associated with mines that are prone
to rockbursts.

Kersten14 analysed continuous closure
profiles using data from Hartebeesfontein Gold
Mine. He expressed the data on a log-log basis
and used the following empirical formulation for
the transient closure behaviour:

log(s) = mlog(h) + log (F) , [5]
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Transient closure behaviour of tabular excavations

where
s =closure
m = slope of the curve

h = hours
F = a constant.
He suggested that there is a possible link

between the frequency of seismic activity and
the time constants in the convergence data. As
mentioned earlier, this was also suggested by
McGarr17, and warrants further investigation.

Although these empirical approaches are a
useful representation of the experimental data,
they are difficult to use as a prediction tool in
other stopes where the governing parameters
(e.g. span, dip, stress, incremental face advance)
are different. Therefore, a theoretical approach is
used in this paper that is based on an idealized
viscoelastic model of the rockmass.

Following the above discussion, the transient
closure of any tabular excavation is a function of
the superposition of the following factors:

~ elastic convergence of the rock
~ inelastic closures caused by existing

discontinuities (fractures, joints, and
bedding planes)

~ creep of the intact rock
~ creep along existing discontinuities
~ time-dependent formation of new fractures

and resulting inelastic movements.

It is very difficult to quantify the amount of
closure contributed by each component. This
paper investigates the feasibility of representing
the rockmass surrounding tabular excavations
as an equivalent viscoelastic medium that
includes all the factors mentioned above.
Although the contributions of the individual
components cannot be distinguished, this
approach enables time-dependent effects that
occur independently of the geometrical changes
to the stope to be modelled. It must, however, be
borne in mind that the contribution of inelastic
movements and creep along discontinuities is
more pronounced in the skin of the excavation
than in the intact rock further away from the
excavation. The first-order assumption of a
continuum viscoelastic medium ignores this
effect. If the viscoelastic parameters are calibrated
from skin-to-skin closure measurements, the
calibrated values are valid only in this region.

Viscoelastic convergence in a parallel-
sided panel

Currently, no analytical solution for the visco-
elastic convergence of a tabular stope without
contact between the hangingwall and the footwall
is available in the literature. The author therefore
derived a solution using the correspondence
principle of viscoelasticity and two building
blocks: namely, a known elastic solution and a
certain viscoelastic model.
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The correspondence principle is a technique
used to obtain viscoelastic solutions when the
solution to the problem in the elastic domain is
known18. It was used by Salamonl and Pan and
Dong19 to calculate the time-dependent conver-
gence of a circular tunnel. The principle states
that the Laplace transform of the solution can be
found by replacement of the elastic constants
(bulk and shear modulus or Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio) and the loads in the elastic
solution by their Laplace transforms. The Laplace
transforms of the elastic constants will look
different for the various viscoelastic models. The
solution in the time domain can then be found
by the taking of the inverse Laplace transform.

Obtaining the first building block is trivial
since Salamon2o derived the elastic solution for
the convergence in a parallel-sided panel where
there is no contact between the hangingwall and
the footwall.

Viscoelasticity models can be built from
simple elements: namely, elastic elements or
springs and viscosity elements or dashpots18.
Three models used frequently are the Maxwell
model comprising a spring and dashpot in series,
the Kelvin model comprising a spring and
dash pot in parallel, and the three-parameter
solid in which an additional spring is placed in
series with the Kelvin model (Figure 2).

When a constant stress is applied to the
models, the following behaviour is noted18.

~ The Maxwell model experiences an instan-
taneous strain, followed by a linearly
increasing strain.

~ For the Kelvin model the strain is zero at
the time of stress application and then
increases, approaching an asymptotic
value exponentially.

~ The three-parameter solid behaves
similarly to the Kelvin model, but differs in
the fact that it displays an instantaneous
strain.

~~I

eL.
le)~ :L,

(a)~

(biD

Figure 2-Models for the (a) Maxwell material, (b) Kelvin
material, and (c) three-parameter solid. The diagrams of
strain (E)versus time (t) illustrate the behaviour of each
model when subjected to a constant stress
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Transient closure behaviour of tabular excavations

Figure 1 shows that the closure of tabular
stopes approaches an asymptotic value after the
excavation is enlarged. This behaviour can there-
fore be modelled by both the Kelvin model and
the three-parameter solid. McGarrt7 provided
data and an analysis illustrating that the instan-
taneous closure at the time of face advance is
negligible, and that the eventual closure is asso-
ciated almost entirely with the time-dependent
migration of the fracture zone ahead of the face.
Data supplied by Giilert5 and closure profiles
published by Leemant3 confirm the statement
that the instantaneous closure at the time of face
advance is negligible compared with the eventual
closure. Therefore, when the equation for
viscoelastic convergence was obtained in the
present study, the Kelvin model with no instan-
taneous strain components was used as a build-
ing block. However, it is important to emphasize
that it is not known whether this assumption is
applicable to all geotechnical areas throughout
the mining industry. More experimental work is
necessary to address this question. To allow for
the possible scenario where instantaneous closure
is significant, the relevant equations with the
three-parameter solid as building block are given
in the Addendum.

When the correspondence principle is applied
to Salamon's elastic solution and it is assumed
that the rock behaves elastically in hydrostatic
compression and as a two-parameter Kelvin sub-
stance in distortion, the following viscoelastic
convergence equation is obtained. (This equation
cannot be found in the currently available
literature and, as derived by the author, is given
in the Addendum.)

( ) rz;:-z ( dx,
Sz x, t = -4 ~ "w - x-

\
1+

2)
g

[1+Cte-alt -(Cl +1)e-azt}

Wz =
-y H

[(1 + k) + (1- k)cos2a]
2

d =
sin a cos 13

H

3K + 2qo
g=

qo(6K + qo)

a - qo
t -

qt

6K + qo
az =

qt

6K + qo
Ct = ,

6K + 4qo
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[6]

where

5z = viscoelastic convergence

I = half span of the stope

x = distance from the centre of the stope
(originof co-ordinatesystem)

y = specificweight of the rock
H = depth below surface
k = ratio of horizontal to verticalstress
a = dip of the reef
~ = angle between x-axis and dip
K = bulk modulus

% = 2G, where G is the shear modulus
qt = viscosity coefficient of the viscous

element in the two-parameter Kelvin
model

g = compliance function

at = secondary time constant

az = primary time constant

Ct = a viscoelastic parameter determining
the slope of the secondary convergence
phase.

The z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of
the excavation and points towards the footwall.
The two-dimensional section is taken parallel to
a plane normal to they-axisZt (Figure 3).

It is clear from equations [9] to [12] that the
viscoelastic parametersg, Cl' at, and az are not
fundamental material constants but functions of
the bulk modulus, shear modulus, and viscosity
coefficient. These parameters are grouped
together as g, cl' at, and az to simplify the
calibration of the parameters when experimental
closure data are used. The bulk and shear
modulus can be obtained from the calibrated
parameters by the solving of the two simulta-
neous equations [9] and [12] to give

K =
4Cl + 1

12gcl (1 + Cl)

G = ---=!..-.
4gcl

This can be written in terms of Young's
modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, v, as

E =
4Cl + 1

-4gcf

[13]

[14]

[7]

[8] [15]

[9]
2Cl + 1y---

2cl
. [16]

Figure 3-Co-ordinate system used in the viscoelastic
convergence model
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0,4

The viscosity coefficient, ql' can be obtained
by substitution of equation [14] into [10] to give

1
ql = .

-2gcI al

As the viscosity coefficient can be obtained
from either equation [10] or [11], it follows that
the time constants al and az are not independent.
Equations [10] and [11] can be combined if ql is
eliminated and equations [13] and [14] are sub-
stituted to give the relationship between the time
constants as

(1 + cl)
al =az-.

-3cI

When t -+ 00,the viscoelastic convergence
approaches an asymptotic value given by
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Figure 4- The effect of the compliance, g, on the viscoelastic convergence. The curves
were calculated for C1 = -0,1, Q1 =

0,01, and IX:!= 0,3
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Figure 5- The effect of the secondary slope constant,
C1' on the viscoelastic convergence.

The curves were calculated for g =-0,0001,Q1 = 0,01, and IX:!= 0,3
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( ) - A ~12 2( 1
dx,

Sz x ~g-V t- - X-
\

+
2 r

[19]

[17] The only viscoelastic parameter present in equa-
tion [19] is g. It follows from the definition ofg
in equation [9] that it is only a function of the
bulk and shear modulus. The magnitude of the
viscoelasticconvergencewhen t -+ 00 is therefore
not dependent on the viscosity coefficient. It can
easily be shown that, when t -+ 00,the visco-
elastic solution is identical to the elastic solution
by substitution of equation [9] into equation [19]
and rewriting of the bulk and shear modulus in
terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
(The elastic solution is given as equation [A1] in
the Addendum.)

The length of span Le at which there is contact
between the hangingwall and the footwall at the
centre of the stope (x =0) at time t -+ 00 is

Le = 21 =
Sz

dx '
-2Wgf1+-'z

\ 2 )

[18]

[20]

50

with 5z set equal to the stoping width.
In the study of the time-dependent behaviour

of materials, curves are usually divided into
primary, secondary, and tertiary regimeszz. Data
on stope closure also display typical primary and
secondary behaviour, as illustrated in Figure 1.
To aid the fit of experimental data, knowledge of
the effect of the parametersg, Cl' aI' and az on
the two viscoelastic convergence phases is
needed, and a parametric study was therefore
conducted. The parameter g, or the compliance,
determines the magnitude of the viscoelastic
convergence but not the convergence rate in the
primary or secondary phase (Figure 4). An exca-
vation in rock with a high value ofg will there-
fore experience a larger closure at any instant of
time than a similar excavation in rock with a
smaller value ofg. Parameter Cl determines the
viscoelastic convergence rate of the secondary
phase, as well as the magnitude of the viscoelastic
convergence in this phase (Figure 5).

It follows from equation [18] that the time
constants al and az are not independent. For the
purpose of the parametric study, they were
considered independent to illustrate the
individual regions of influence more clearly (e.g.

al was kept constant while az was varied).
However, when closure data are calibrated, the
relationship given in equation [18] needs to be
maintained. Figure 6 illustrates the strong
dependency of the viscoelastic convergence rate
in the primary phase on parameter az' and this is
subsequently referred to as the primary time
constant.

50
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Figure 6- The effect of the primary time constant,
a2' on the viscoelastic convergence. The
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Figure 7- The effect of the secondary time constant,
al'

on the viscoelastic convergence.

The curves were calculated for g
=

...{},OOO1,C1 = ...{},S,and a2 = 0,3

Parameter a
I'

or the secondary time constant,

affects the rate at which the viscoelastic conver-
gence in the secondary phase approaches the

asymptotic value, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Incremental face advance

Equation [6] is applicable to situations where
the total length of the stope is excavated instan-
taneously. This is not the case in practice, where
the face is advanced incrementally. If it is
assumed that the first mining increment is created
suddenly at time 1:1'giving a stope of half span
L, equation [6] will give the viscoelastic conver-
gence for this step as Sz(/ = L,x,t, - 1:1)'At time

1:2'the face is advanced on both sides of the
stope by M, giving a half span of L + M.

~ 216 SEPTEMBER 1995
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Equation [6] with a half span of L + tJ.1at time 1:2

results in the total span being created in one

step, which is clearly wrong. At time 1:2 + tJ.1:, the

total viscoelastic convergence is the sum of the

viscoelastic convergence caused by a half span of

L (excavated at time 1:1) plus an incremental

viscoelastic convergence caused by the incre-

mental length M (excavated at time 1:2)' The

incremental viscoelastic convergence is the

difference between the viscoelastic convergence

of a stope with half span L + tJ./created at time 1:2

and the viscoelastic convergence of a stope with
half span L also created at time 1:2'Therefore, at
time 1:2 + tJ.1:,the viscoelastic convergence is
given as

Sz = Sz(/ = L,x,t -'tl) + Sz(/ = L + tJ./,x,t -'t2)

-Sz(I=L,x,t-'t2)' [21]

Salamonl used arguments of negative and

positive superposition to give a general expres-
sion for an arbitrarily shaped excavation created
in n increments:

u = {
'f[F;(li,t-Ti)]-[F;(li,t-Ti+I)]

}i=1 [22]

+Fn[ln,t-Tn}

which is valid for

50

1:n<t<1:n+I'

where
u = a displacement component at some

point in the rock

Ff = some function dependent on the shape

of the excavation
/. = a critical linear dimension of theI

excavation.

If the shape of the excavation stays constant,
(FI = F2 = F) and n = 2, then equation [22] is
reduced to equation [21] with F = 5z.

Parameter calibration from stope-closure
data

Instruments to measure closure are usually
installed in stopes where the span has already
reached a significant length. Although an
appreciable amount of closure has taken place up

to the time of installation, the amount is
unknown, and the closure is therefore taken to

be zero at this point for a reference level. It is
therefore not possible to calibratethe modelwith
the number of steps, since the incremental
advance for every step and the increase in
closure for every step are unknown. However, if

the span is increased by blasting, the incremental

closure can be used to calibrateg, cl' al' and a2'
The incremental viscoelastic convergence can be

obtained from equation [21] if the first term is
set equal to zero:

/'J.Sz= Sz(l = L +tJ.lx, t -'t2) -Sz(l = L,x, t -'t2)' [23]
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By substitution of equation [6] on the
assumption that the stress before and after the
blast stays the same,

L~5Ax,t)=-4~(1+ ~)g

[1 + c1e-alt -(cl +1)e-a2t]

[~(L + l1l)l -xl _~Ll _Xl].

In Figure 8, the incremental viscoelastic conver-
gence, b.Sz (equation [24]), is plotted as a func-
tion of the distance from the face for a stope
with a half span of 50 m and a face advance of
1 m. (Arbitrary values were used for the para-
meters t, U;;,g, Cl' a1' al' with x ranging from L
to 0.) It follows from Figure 8 that, the further
the point of measurement from the face, the less
the incremental viscoelastic convergence follow-
ing every blast. This is in agreement with

Leeman's observation13 that the effect of
blasting upon closure becomes progressively less
as the point of measurement becomes further
from the working face. Ideally for more accurate
calibration of the parameter, the measurement
station should be installed close to the face to
give a large incremental closure.

Equation [24] assumes that both sides of the
stope are blasted simultaneously, giving an
advance of M at both faces. However, this is
seldom the case in underground workings, where
only one side of the panel is often blasted. This
problem is solved by the introduction of an
equivalent stope principle. Equation [24] is
based on both linear elasticity theory and linear
viscoelasticity theory, and therefore an advance
of M on one side only (Figure 9a) can be repre-

15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Distance from face (m)

Figure &-The incremental viscoelastic convergence as a function of the distance of the
measuring instrument from the face
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[24]
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L

Figure 9- The equivalent stope principle

sented by an equivalent stope with a simulta-
neous advance of M/2 on both sides, provided
that the measuring point is shifted by a distance
of M/2 away from the blasted face to keep the
original distance to the face (length a) the same
(Figure 9b). For a stope with a face advance of
M at one side only, equation [24] can therefore
be written as

Mz(x,t) = -4~( 1+ ~)g

[l+Cle-alt -(Cl +1)e-a2t]
[25]

50

[

(L +
11l\

1
-( x-l1l\

1
_~Ll -Xl

]

.
\ 2) \ 2)

As an illustration of the method of parameter
calibration, data from a longwall stope with a
span of 200 m were used15. The depth of exca-
vation was 2700 m, the dip was 25 degrees, and
the closure instrument was installed 16,6 m from
the face. After the blast (one side only), the
increase in span was 1,4 m. For the purpose of
comparison, the best fit obtainable by use of
McGarr's empirical approach (equation [3]) for a
relaxation constant of 1: = 12 and 1: = 2 is given

in Figure 10.
It is clear that the empirical equation can be

successfully calibrated only for either the primary
or the secondary phase, giving a trade-off
between the amount of initial information and
the accurate long-term prediction. To illustrate
the improvement obtained from the viscoelastic
approach, equation [25] was fitted to the data by
use of a spreadsheet and modification of the
parameters to give the best fit. When the data
are fitted, the following requirements need to be
satisfied.

~ It follows from the Kelvin model that qo
and q1 are positive. Parameters a1 and az
must therefore also be positive.

~ If a1 and az are positive, then a1 < az from
equations [l0] and [11].
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Figure 1o-A comparison between experimental stope closure (Giiler15) and the best fit
obtainable from McGarr's empirical approach17
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~ Fromequations [9] and [12],gmustbe
positive and Cl negative.

~ It follows from equation [16] that Cl must
be smaller than -0,5; otherwise, Poisson's
ratio will be negative.

~ When a1 and a2 are calibrated, equation
[18] must always be valid to ensure that
the relationship between these time
constants is maintained.

Figure 11 gives the experimental data (only
the incremental part after the blast) and the
fitted viscoelastic model. It is clear that a good fit
can be obtained. The calibrated values for this
stope areg= 1,42 x 10-5 Mpa-1, Cl = -0,69,

a1 = 0,06 h-1, and a2 = 0,4 h-1. Equations [15],
[16], and [17] can be used to give values for
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the
viscosity coefficient as E = 65 GPa, v = 0,27, and

q1 =850 GPa.h.

10 Time (hours) 15 20

[-Viscoelastic model" Experimental (GUler) [

Figure 11-A comparison between experimental stope closure (Giiler) and the best fit
obtainable from the derived viscoelastic model
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25

As an illustration of the practical use of this
analysis, the long-term closure of the panel at
this measuring point (if there is no further face
advance) can be predicted by use of the calibrated
values. The substitution of the value ofgin
equation [19] gives a closure of 209 mm.
However, this calculation is valid only if the
long-term closure at the centre of the stope is
less than the stoping width. Again, this can be
calculated by use of equation [19] with x = 0

and the calibrated value substituted for g. For
this stope, the value at the centre is 380 mm,
which is less than the stoping width of 1,2 m.
Therefore, the calculation is valid.

Although it is possible by the use of this
approach to represent transient stope closures,
further work is necessary to quantifY the contri-
butions of the inelastic and time-dependent
components to the closure. The different
components contributing to the time-dependent
component need to be separated so that the
relative importance of each can be distinguished.
As already mentioned, various workers have
suggested that the gradual asymptotic closure in
the secondary phase is caused by the time-
dependent migration of the fracture zone ahead
of the face. Further work is necessary to quantifY
this possible mechanism.

Conclusion

25

The viscoelastic approach can be used success-
fully to simulate observed stope closure. More
accurate closure prediction is possible than by
other known approaches, since the time-
dependent components are included in the
analysis. The advantage of the viscoelastic
model over existing empirical methods is that it
provides a better representation of both the
primary and the secondary closure phases. This
preliminary study showed that the represen-
tation of the rockmass as a Kelvin material is
adequate. The use of more elaborate viscoelastic
models must be weighed against the greater
complexity of an increased number of parameters
that need to be calibrated. However, further work
is necessary to justifY the assumption of Kelvin
material. Care also needs to be exercised in the
application of the derived viscoelastic model since
it is not valid for stopes where total closure takes
place and where the geometry is such that
assumptions of plain strain are impossible. As
most configurations in practice cannot be
simplified to a two-dimensional approximation,
further work is necessary to allow for three
dimensions. This will have to take the form of
numerical analysis to solve complex geometrical
configurations.
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The value of the work described here is that
it aids the understanding of the behaviour of
rock surrounding deep-level excavations. The
motivation behind the examination of detailed
closure profiles is to provide a better under-
standing of closure mechanisms. If there is a
possible correlation between the time constants
in the data and face bursting, a system of early
warning could be developed. McGarrl7 has
already suggested that the relaxation constant in
his empirical model can be used as a risk-assess-
ment parameter in conjunction with energy
release rates. Similarly, the primary and
secondary time constants in the viscoelastic
model should be investigated. To accomplish
this, experimental work needs to be carried out
to clarify the relation between time-dependent
observations and the formation of fractures.

Addendum: Viscoelastic convergence
functions

Viscoelastic solution for a tabular deposit in
isotropic ground

If the excavation is tabular and the geometry
does not change for a long distance along the
long axes, the stope can be idealized as a two-
dimensional problem. Using these assumptions,
Salamon20 calculated the elastic convergence of a
parallel-sided panel without contact between the
hangingwall and the footwall as

Sz(x) =
-4(1-;2)~

~Z2 -x2(1+ ~),

[AI]

where

~ =
-y H

[(1+ k) + (1-k)cos2a]
2

[A2]

d =
sinacosp

H
[A3]

and

2Z = span of the stope
y = specific weight of the rock
H = depth below surface
k = ratio of horizontal to vertical stress

a = dip of the reef
p = angle between the x-axis and the dip.

The z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the
excavation and points towards the footwall. The
two-dimensional section is taken perpendicular
to they-axis (Figure 3).
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The correspondence principle states that a
viscoelastic solution can be obtained from the
elastic solution if the inverse Laplace transfor-
mation of the elastic solution is taken after the
elastic constants E and v are replaced by their
Laplace transforms E and V, and if the actual
loads, also by their Laplace transformsl8. E and
V, are given by

E = - 39"Q~ -
2P"Q' + Q"P'

[A4]

- - --- P"Q'-Q"P'
v= - - - - ,

2P"Q' +Q"P'
[AS]

where P and Q' are operators describing the
viscoelastic material in dilatation (no change in
shape), and pi and Q" are operators describing
the material in distortion (change of shape).

When [AI] is subjected to the correspondence
principle,

-2 -
Sz =

-4(l-_v )Wz ~z2 -x2(1+ dx).
E 2

[A6]

On the assumption that Wz does not change with
time,

- w~(s) =-L.
S

[A7]

Substitution of equations [A4], [AS],and
[A7] into [A6] and transforming back to the
time domain gives

Sz(x, t) = -4 ~F(t)~ Z2- x2 (1 + dx),
2

[AB]

where

-I

r

p,,2ft + 2P"P'fl"

1

F(t) = L
sfl"(2P"Q' + P'Q"

. [A9]

The symbol L-I is used to signify the inverse
Laplace transformation.

Solution for a two-parameter Kelvin model

If the rock behaves elasticallyin dilatation and is
viscoelastic according to the two-parameter
Kelvin model in distortion, it follows thatl9

P' = 1 P" = 1 Q' = 3K Q" = qo + sql'

where qo and ql are coefficients in the differ-
ential equation describing the Kelvin material.
Therefore, [A9] becomes

F(t) = Cl
[

3K + 2qo + 2qls

]s(qo + sql) (6K + qo + sQl)

3K + 2Qo
+s

2Ql

s(
:~

+ s) (6KQ:
Qo

+ s)

.= ~L-I
Ql

[AID]
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Finding the inverse Laplace transformation
by partial fraction expansion gives

qo

F(t) =
3K + 2qo ~e

-q;1

qo(6K + qv) 2qo
[All ]

() -I

[

3K(1 + PIS)2 + 2(1 + PIs)(qo + qls) ]F t = L
s(qo + sql){6K(1 + PIS) + (qo + qls)}'

=
PI(3KPI + 2ql) Cl
ql(6KPI + ql)

(

1

) (

3K + 2qo

)
-+s +s
PI 3KPI + 2ql

S
(

qo
+ S

) (

6K + qo
+ S

)ql 6KPI +ql

[A14]6K+qo
3 --I

e
ql

12K + 2qo

When [A 11] is substituted into equation
[AB],

SAx,t) = -4Wz~z2-x2(1+ ~)g

[1+ cle-all +C2e-azl}
[A12]

where

3K + 2qo
g=

qo(6K + qv)
[A12a]

Finding the inverse Laplace transformation
by partial fraction expansion gives

- <JrL 1

F(t) =
3K + 2qo

+
Plqo - ql

e
ql

qo(6K + qv) 2qoql [AIS]

a - qo
1-

ql

6K + qo
al =

ql

[A12b]

[A12c]

-
6K+qo

1

+
3(Plqo - ql)

e 6KPI+ql
2(6KPI + ql)(6K + qv)

When [AIS] is substituted into equation
[AB],

SAx,t) = -4"i ~z2 -x2(1+ dx)g
2

[1 + c3e-all +C4e-a31}

[A16]

where

6K + qo
a3 =

6KPI + ql
[A16a]

6K + qo
Cl =-

6K + 4qo

3qo
C2 =-

6K + 4Qo

[A12d]

Qo(PIQo -Ql)
c3 =

2( 6KPI + Ql)(3K + 2Qo)

3Qo(PIQo - Ql)
C4 =

2(6KpI + Ql)(3K + 2Qo)"
[A16c]

Parameters g and a I are already defined in
[A12a] and [A12b]. The format of equation
[A16] is therefore similar to [A12] with para-
meters a2' Cl' and C2replaced by a3' C3'and C4'
This follows because the additional element of
the three-parameter model is a spring with no
time dependency. At time t= O. equation [A16]
becomes

[A16b]

Sz(x,t = 0) = -4~ ~z2 -xl (1+
dx)g
2 [AI7]

[1+c3 +C4}

Because [1 + C3 + C4] .. O. .s:z,(x,t= 0) .. 0 and

the three-parameter solid-convergence model
therefore gives an instantaneous deformation at
time t= 0 given by equation [Al7], .

~ 220

[A12e]

For the two-parameter Kelvin stope-
convergence model at t = 0, Sz(x,t) = 0 because
[1 + Cl + C2]= 0 from [A12d] and [A12e],
Therefore. C2=-[CI + 1]. Equation [A12] can
then be expressed as

Sz(x,t) = -4~~z2 -xl(l+ dx)g
2

[1+cle-all -(Cl +1)e-azl}
[A13]

Solution for a three-parameter solid

If the rock behaves elastically in dilatation and
according to the three-parameter solid in distor-
tion, it follows that19

p' = 1 p" = 1 + PIS (1' = 3K (1" = Qo + sQI'

where PI' %. and ql are coefficients in the
differential equation describing the three-
parameter solid. When this is substituted into
[A9] ,
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